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Delayed ettringite formation (DEF) and alkali-silica reaction (ASR) are complex mechanisms that can significantly diminish the durability and service life of concrete elements. While reduced durability and service life are legitimate concerns, it is also important to recognize that DEF is both relatively rare and commonly misdiagnosed. Likewise, the mere presence of ASR in concrete does not necessarily indicate the end of the useful service life of an element. The purpose of this perspective is to provide an overview on how ASR and DEF are recognized in concrete and show that repairs may be available for arresting or slowing their progression. Articles in future issues of ASPIRE® will discuss how these mechanisms operate and steps that can be taken beforehand to mitigate ASR and DEF. There is extensive research on ASR and DEF that can provide additional information.1-4

What Are DEF and ASR?
DEF and ASR are chemical reactions that produce secondary deposits within concrete after it hardens and is put into service. In the case of DEF, components in the cement paste react with water to form secondary deposits that consist of the mineral ettringite, which has the chemical formula Ca₆Al₂(SO₄)₃(OH)₁₂•26H₂O. In the case of ASR, reactions occur between aggregate particles and the paste to produce secondary deposits that consist of a gel of indefinite composition that may be expressed as (Na, K, Ca)SiO₃•xH₂O.

Note that both ettringite and ASR gel contain water (H₂O). As such, the infiltration of water into concrete lies at the root of both of these deterioration mechanisms (Fig. 1). The deposits formed by DEF and ASR have a greater volume than the solid phases in the concrete, which results in an internal expansion that causes cracking once the tensile strength of the concrete is exceeded. Minimizing permeability and cracking and keeping the internal relative humidity of the concrete below 70% while it is in service are therefore keys to minimizing deterioration from ASR and DEF.

Diagnosing DEF and ASR
A concrete petrographer can evaluate whether concrete is affected by DEF or ASR by using various microscopes to examine the internal microstructure of concrete and other cement-based construction materials. Petrographers can document whether there is evidence of internal expansion in the concrete and whether that expansion can be linked to the presence of secondary deposits. Because extensive microcracking is commonly observed in concrete affected by either ASR or DEF, the petrographer must then determine if the secondary deposits associated with the microcracks are ettringite or ASR gel.

Figure 2 shows an example of microcracking in concrete caused by DEF. In many cases, concrete affected by DEF has networks of fine microcracks filled with a material that—even under powerful optical microscopes—appears to be a gel but is actually ettringite. Petrographers may observe microcracks filled with such deposits and assume that ASR is present, unless they use a scanning electron microscope (SEM) to distinguish between ASR gel and ettringite. Most SEMs are equipped with an instrument known as an energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDS),
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which allows determination of the chemical composition of materials that are only microns across. If elements such as calcium, aluminum and sulfur are detected by the EDS, a petrographer knows that the deposit is ettringite (Fig. 3). If the gel deposit contains elements such as sodium, potassium, and silicon, that indicates ASR gel.

Petrographers commonly see deposits of crystalline ettringite in voids, microcracks, and cracks in field concrete that is exposed to moisture. As such, the presence of ettringite alone is not an indicator of DEF or any other form of sulfate attack; it simply indicates that the concrete was exposed to moisture. An experienced petrographer, ideally working with an experienced engineer, is needed to determine whether the concrete is affected by DEF.

Extremely fine-grained, isolated deposits of ettringite in the paste are another feature of DEF. These “nests” of ettringite, which require magnification of about 2000 times to detect, can be identified with a SEM.

Concrete affected by ASR commonly has deposits of both ASR gel and ettringite. However, the patterns of microcracking caused by ASR are often much different from those caused by DEF. With ASR, microcracks can often be traced from the inner portions of reactive aggregate particles into the paste (Fig. 4). In DEF, the microcracks do not trace to the inner portions of aggregate particles and appear randomly throughout the paste.

Petrographers may use criteria such as whether cracks or microcracks can be linked to DEF or ASR to evaluate the severity of damage. Although not standardized, some methods are available that use petrography to quantify damage from ASR or DEF.\(^1\) When deployed consistently, these methods can be used—along with field-based approaches such as monitoring the widths of cracks—to track the progression of damage over time.

**Implications for In-Service Concrete**

Although ASR occurs much more commonly than DEF, it is essential to understand that the presence of ASR gel in concrete does not mean that the concrete is no longer able to serve its intended purpose. ASR is commonly observed in concrete after several years of service, if the concrete is exposed to moisture, with no resulting cracking or even microcracking. A thorough investigation undertaken by experts in both engineering and petrography can determine whether ASR is causing cracking or microcracking that is structurally significant.

Because both DEF and ASR require moisture to progress, reducing the ingress of water is central to minimizing damage from these mechanisms. In many cases, experienced engineers working in tandem with specialty contractors can determine remediation measures that can greatly prolong the serviceability of an affected concrete element.
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Figure 2. Reflected light photomicrograph of the polished surface of a core from a concrete structure with delayed ettringite formation. Arrows indicate microcracks that are filled with a clear, gel-like material (red), a void filled with ettringite (green), and the outer surface of the core (blue).

Figure 3. Backscatter electron micrograph at higher magnification showing microcracks (green arrows) from part of the area shown in Fig. 2. The red dot shows the area of the sample that produced the energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDS) spectrum shown in the upper left. The spectrum indicates the presence of calcium, aluminum, and sulfur, which is consistent with ettringite.

Figure 4. Reflected light photomicrograph of the polished surface of a concrete core with alkali-silica reaction (ASR). Arrows show microcracks with ASR gel within a granitic (and reactive) aggregate particle (green) and microcracks with gel that cut into the paste (red).